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Interview Summary
William Egbe discusses the ways in which the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) has evolved during his
ten years at the ICTR. He describes the OTP selection processes for determining which perpetrators
should face trial. He also compares the sentencing processes at the ICTR with those at other
international tribunals such as the ICTY. Egbe identifies the limitations of the ICTR Statute and
discusses the impacts of these on the Tribunal’s work. He highlights best practices for new
international tribunals.
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William Egbe

Part 9
00:00

Donald J Horowitz: My, my la‐, my last question of you, and, and Professor Friedman
will be asking a few more, is: You’ve been here a long time. You have certainly seen
and heard a lot of evidence and testimony of some very difficult things. How, and you
faced a lot of issues and you’re very committed to justice it seems to me. How has
this experience changed you personally?

00:32

Oh, it has changed me significantly. I’ve come to see that humanity is the same for
everybody. And one of the most difficult lessons about humanity is to be in a situation
where you face your torturer and you are still willing to forgive.

00:54

We’ve had many situations in the trial chambers where people have broke down in
front of their torturers. Some were speechless but they found, after the tears, they
found the courage to say what they knew and at the end of the day they said,
“Forgiveness is for God, it’s not for me.” That's changed me.

01:16

And I have seen situations where people who are so cruel to other human beings, they
appear before the courts and are willing to shed a tear and to say, “I am sorry.”

01:32

Those are two aspects; forgiveness on the part of the victim and remorse, genuine
remorse on the part of the killers, the perpetrators. It’s a very touching experience,
very touching experience and it touches on my humanity and it touches on even the
humanity of the judges.

01:51

I have come by situations where a judge has actually not been able to restrain himself
or herself in the course of listening to testimony. At the end of the day we are all
human beings and you ask yourself, “Why. Why? Why did it have to happen?” Because
of the greed of the human being and the greed for material wor‐, worth or greed for
power.

02:18

It’s a very, it’s a, it's a touching experience. It has touched me personally.

02:25

DJH: Thank you.

02:26

Thank you too.
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